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Methodology  

I.  Considerations 

The methodology for proper biblical counseling are best communicated a series of steps.  However in 

understanding these steps, one must also consider the following: 

1.  They provide a general framework only. 

When I initially planned to do this I was expecting to discuss it over two class periods due to the dearth 

of material we would need to cover.  However, after thinking about it, I decided it would be in your 

better interest to provide only the general framework.  And the reason why I decided that was because I 

think (at this basic level of understanding and training) it is important that you have something that can 

be easily remembered as well as applied to almost all situations (most of which I assume will be very 

informal). 

Which means, there is a lot more we could discuss regarding methodology, and you may even have 

questions pertaining to such things at the end of our time tonight (which I will be glad to answer—or 

attempt to answer!).  For now (though) we have a beginning (and as I said) something that should be 

easy to remember (since there are only 5 main points/steps). 

2.  They serve the definition and goal of biblical counseling provided by this class.   

Biblical Counseling is the act of using the Word of God to produce thinking, behavior and feelings which 

are glorifying to God in the lives of those whose current thinking, behavior or feelings may be confused, 

challenged  or directly opposed to it.   

3.  Successful counseling requires the power of the Trinity. 

F: (Joh 6:44-45) 

S:  (Joh 15:4-5) 

HS:  (Luk 11:13; Joh 14:16-17)  

4.  All counseling (including counselor and counselee) is before the eyes and judgment of the Lord. 

(Psa 139; Jam 3:1; 1Co 3:10-17) 

II. Steps 

1.  Show genuine compassion, love, respect and sincerity for those you are 

attempting to counsel. 



“Our impact or influence on people’s lives will often times be directly related to their perception of our 

ability to be genuinely compassionate, loving, respectful and sincere toward them and their problems.” -

RSJ   

Verses to consider:  (1Ti 5:2; Gal 6:1; Luk 6:27-28; Rom 12:15; Pro 15:23; Col 4:6; Mar 10:21; 1Jo 3:17; 

1Pe 2:27; 2Ti 2:24-26; Pro 16:21-24; 1Co 13:7, 16:14; Pro 27:6). 

2.  Listen without bias, “mental projection” or “association”, or making any 

initial judgments on the matter. 

 Verses to consider: (Pro 18:17; Jam 1:13-15; 1Ti 5:22-25; Jam 1:19; Pro 12:18, 15:28, 18:13) 

3.  Gather additional data.  

Additional Data 

The information we *need to “draw out” comes from 5 areas: 

*Not all situations will require gathering all the different data listed below.  Each situation will 

determine how much is needed.  However, as a general rule the more data we gather, the more likely 

we are to give wise counsel. 

A.  Spiritual Status 

i.  Saved (immature or mature) 

Re:  do they know the gospel and its demands? (Repent, believe, obey, belong); what has the pattern of 

their life since their profession? 

Re: maturity = (Heb 5:12-14) 

How to tell which they are: Scriptural knowledge; church experience and service; years as a Christian; 

understanding and practice of key theological concepts: 

Pro 3:1-12 

1.  Commitment and loyalty to God’s commands (1-4) 

2.  Faith in God’s care, control and ways (5-6) 

3.  Fear of the Lord (7-8) 

4.  Honor to the Lord (9-10) 

5.  Acceptance of His discipline and sovereignty (11-12) (1Pe 5:5-6) 

Q:  Why is determining whether a person is mature or immature important to the counseling process? 



Because it tells you what you can start with (milk or meat); and what kind of commitment you are going 

to need to invest (immature people will take longer and require more patience).  

ii.  Unsaved 

It is important to remember that people may think they are saved (even though the evidence shows 

otherwise).  This should not change your position—always go where the evidence points!! 

B.  Physical Health 

Remember from previous classes: Physical problems can contribute to (and proceed from) spiritual 

problems!  

i.  Are they experiencing physical pain? 

ii.  Have their eating or digestive habits changed?  How much and what do they normally eat in a day? 

iii.  Are they having nightmares or uneasiness in sleeping?  Are they getting enough sleep? (Pro 3:19-

24; 6:20-22) 

iv.  Are there any physical symptoms associated with their problem? 

v.    Are they exercising? 

vi.  Do they drink alcohol or take any types of drugs (prescribed or otherwise)? 

vii.  What is their medical history overall? 

C.  History  

i.  Do they have a history with this problem? 

ii.  What is their background (spiritual, cultural, educational, relational)? 

D.  World View  

i.  Who determines the future?   

ii.  What are their personal convictions (regarding authority, right and wrong, human life, life after 

death, judgment and judging others, justice)? 

iii.  Why do things happen to people-good or bad? 

iv.  Where is everything in life headed (i.e. purpose of the universe)? 

E.  Current feelings and perspective on their problem 

i.  Are they experiencing positive or negative feelings toward what is taking place?  



ii.  What have they done in order to resolve the problem? 

iii.  What do they think the solution is?  Why? 

4. Determine the general diagnosis of the problem and refer them to a physician 

if necessary. 

General Diagnosis 

Here we must distinguish between the source of their problem and its symptoms.  Such distinctions 

create FOUR categories: 

A.  Spiritual to physical 

Data makes it clear that the problem exists primarily in their spirit—however such spiritual problems 

have had adverse physical symptoms (psychosomatic).  

(ex.  worrying that has caused an ulcer; feelings of paranoia because of unresolved sin –Pro 28:1; demon 

possession resulting in bizarre behavior-Mar 5:1-4) 

B.  Physical to spiritual 

Data makes it clear that the source of the problem is physical which in turn is affecting them spiritually. 

(Pro 15:30 = “bright eyes” = health, good sleep?  Lev 26:16) 

C.  Only spiritual 

Data makes it clear that the problem exists only in their spirit with no noticeable physical symptoms.  

(ex.  Decision making problems; forgiveness issues, etc.) 

D.  Only physical 

Data rules out any spiritual concern (as the source), yet they are experiencing clear physical, mental or 

emotional symptoms.  

(ex. Feelings of depression, irritability, yet their outlook on life and walk with the Lord is strong.) 

E.  When to refer them to a physician 

i.  Physical pain (v. emotional) 

ii.  Problem is primarily  or completely physical (B or D) 

 iii.  Problem is primarily spiritual, yet the physical affects could be life threatening if not immediately 

addressed by a physician  



(ex.  person is having great difficulty breathing due to a severe panic attack.) 

Q:  What do you do if their physician wants to put them on antidepressants? 

Since antidepressants have such a slow absorption (as well as elimination rate), it makes no sense for 

individuals to be prescribed these drugs if they are attempting to address the any immediate problem, 

danger or symptoms.  Therefore we would (as stated in other classes) discourage people from going on 

them.  We would not however discourage the use (or prescription) of drugs whose use would have an 

immediate effect on the problem (esp. when the person’s immediate situation could prove to be life 

threatening). (ex. anti-anxiety meds; palliative care drugs). 

5.  Minister the proper prescription through the Word of God and prayer 

A.  What this looks like 

i.  Either evangelism or discipleship 

Evangelism = (2Co 5:20) 

Discipleship =(1Th 5:14) 

ii.  Opening the Word and letting them participate in some of the reading (whenever possible) as you 

show them God’s solution. 

iii.  Praying openly for them and with them if believers. 

B.  What this will include  

i.  Correctly handling the Word of God so as to make it clear that this is God’s answer to their 

problem/issue.  

(2Ti 2:15) 

ii.  Making it clear that you expect them to do what you say if counseling is to continue. 

Having said that, keep in mind who you are speaking to and make sure your words are appropriate! (1Th 

5:1-2; Col 4:6; Pro 15:2) 

iii.  Instilling hope 

“Biblical change cannot take place without hope” ~ Wayne Mack 

We must replace their false hope with biblical hope.  Biblical hope is a concrete personal expectation 

promised by Scripture. 

(ex. of false hope:  life can be lived without difficulties; I can be whatever I want to be if I just put my 

mind to it; The bible works like magic) 



Verses to consider: (Pro 10:28; Rom 5:2-3, 12:12; 1Th 4:13; Rom 8:24-25; 2Co 3:12; Phi 1:20; 2CO 4:8-18; 

Col 1:4-5; 1Th 1:3; 1Ti 4:10; Heb 6:19, 7:19; 1Jo 3:3; 1Co 10:13; Mat 19:26) 

C.  What this may also include 

i.  Homework 

Giving the counselee something to do is a great way to accelerate their recovery—or move toward a 

solution since we cannot learn without doing (Jam 1:22-25). 

Remember: Biblical counseling must move people beyond talk to action! (Pro 14:23) 

ii.  Explaining to them the process of change 

What they need to understand about the process of change: 

1.  “Change does not happen by chance but by choice” ~Wayne Mack  

2.  change takes time 

3.  change requires prior planning , protection, and committed perseverance (Rom 12:1-8, 13:14; 1Co 

15:32-33; Joh 17:17; Pro 22:3). 

4.  change which is temporary amounts to no change at all (Mat 10:22) 

“Today’s practice will not suffice for tomorrow” ~PSJ (Luk 9:23; 1Co 15:31) 

5.  change is not an option if we are Christians (1Pe 2:24; 2Co 5:17; 1Jo 3:3; 2Co 7:1; Rom 8:13) 

“Sin is fastened in our souls by nature, as with bands of iron and brass.  Converting grace looses it at 

the root but it must be loosed more and more by the daily practice of mortification.” ~ Thomas Boston 

6.  change is possible through Christ (Eph 1:19; Rom 6:1-14; Phi 4:13) 

iii.  Referring them to someone with far more knowledge and ability in handling the Word of God.  

This is a valid prescription! Remember from last Sunday:  do not act beyond your gifting or abilities (Rom 

12:3)! 

When we do that, we often hurt people more than we help (“spiritual malpractice”) 

Therefore we must be honest when we don’t know the answer and refer them to someone who more 

likely does (Gal 4:20). 


